Relationship between preferred orientation and receptive field position of neurons in extrastriate cortex (area 19) in the cat.
Orientation sensitivity is a characteristic of most retinal ganglion cells (Levick and Thibos, '82), most relay cells in the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (Vidyasagar and Urbas, '82), and most neurons in the visual cortex (Hubel and Wiesel, '62) in the cat. In the retina there is a systematic relationship between receptive field position (polar angle) and preferred orientation. Outside of the area centralis most retinal ganglion cells respond best to stimuli oriented radially, i.e., oriented parallel to the line connecting their receptive fields to the area centralis (Levick and Thibos, '82). This relationship is strongest along the horizontal meridian (the visual streak) and appears to reflect the innate, radial orientation of retinal ganglion cell dendritic fields (Leventhal and Schall, '83). A relationship between preferred orientation and polar angle also exists in cat striate cortex; outside of the area centralis representation most cells respond best to lines oriented radially. This relationship is strongest for S-type cells, the most orientation-selective cells, and cells in regions representing the horizontal meridian (Leventhal, '83). To determine if similar relationships exist in cat extrastriate cortex, the preferred orientations and receptive field positions of 226 neurons in area 19 were studied. We find that, as in area 17, most area 19 cells outside of the representation of the area centralis respond best to lines oriented radially; this relationship is strongest for the cells having the narrowest receptive fields and in regions subserving the horizontal meridian. Unlike in striate cortex, in area 19 the relationship between preferred orientation and polar angle is not dependent upon cell type (S or C) or to the degree of orientation sensitivity exhibited. Also, in area 19, but not in area 17, the relationship between preferred orientation and polar angle fails for the cells having the widest receptive fields.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)